Development of a Physical Device That Represents a Visual Language to Aid in Learning a Programming Language.
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Abstract: This research seeks for a solution that allows designers who lack programming skills to understand that process. It focuses on the comprehension two of basic parts of a program: variables and conditionals. It was first approached by taking surveys to advanced design students and professionals. Then the development a device that uses physical blocks to represent parts of a program. When the blocks are connected, the real can be seen on a display to show the relation between the physical visual components and the real programming language.

1. Introduction

This research tries to find a solution to a problem that is occurring in the job of the designers: the discipline of Design has became interdisciplinary, specially in relation to information technologies, requiring coding skills that designers do not possess. Almost every designer whether for a project in classroom or for work has the necessity to write code at some point. This research tries to seek for a solution that allows designers to understand the process of writing code focusing on the comprehension of some basic parts that conform a program, for example, variables or conditionals and make them able to actually use them.

2. Background

Research is being done to teach information technology students at university level [1] using for example, social games [2] to motivate the students and other systems. And there is also a lot of research being done to develop systems to teach children to manipulate information technologies. But there are just a few that are directed to teach designers or adults besides university classes, tutorials or video tutorials. In many cases visual languages are being applied in this case to teach children, but it is questioned if they help in to the comprehension of coding, that is because they replace the need to write it by using space and visual actions. Using current tools to learn programming such as Scratch [3] [4], it is pretty straightforward to create a simple program, but almost all of these systems do no show the code. An exception is made for Google Blockly [5], which has the ability to output the source code. The ability for the user to be able to see the code for a program that was created in a very easy way gives them the plus to make them able to study it and apply it later. Designers very often end copy-pasting code from some website when they want to write a specific program. In the case of novice designers that do not comprehend the code, it makes them almost impossible to modify it to suit his or her needs. With a little background in computer programming the story changes by much.

3. Approach

To approach this problem a 22-question survey was applied to 88 advanced design students and design professionals in Japan and Mexico. Interviews where also applied to some designers. According to the survey, designers have knowledge of HTML and CSS, which are two of the current tools used to create...
websites. Designers have the necessity to program logic for their web works and even convert them into web applications or application for devices. All this can be achieved with HTML, CSS and JavaScript using a framework like Apache Cordova [6]. That is the main reason why this research focuses on teaching the basic principles of JavaScript to designers (which are basically the same for any programming language).

There is extensive research [a] that supports that, when teaching abstract concepts to kids, it is better if those abstract concepts are represented in a tangible way. This is one of the main ideas of the Montessori Method, which can also be applied to adults [b]. First, there was an experiment with cards that represented different parts of JavaScript as in a visual programming language. These cards were evaluated with the user but since they don’t give real-time feedback, they didn’t serve much to teach the concepts. There was also the problem that the user does not know what is the way to connect them or to evaluate if it has been done right. After that a test was made to find if what is the best way to transfer this knowledge: using paper cards, using just an iPad application or using a device that merges an application and physical components. It turns out that just an application is the easiest to use, but using physical components make a better connection to the user. So after this experiment the development of a first iPad application/physical device hybrid prototype was started. This prototype was later called js.bit. js for JavaScript and bit as in little piece and the information bit used in computers.

4. js.bit

js.bit is a set of 28 blocks (or bits) and an iPad application. Each block represents some part of a program, for example, a variable. When the blocks are connected with each other in a certain pattern, a program is created, just like in a visual language. The iPad application interface is divided into two spaces: block space and source code space. When the blocks are placed (and connected) over the block space, a block appears in the block space, and the corresponding code appears in the source code space. A line (colored depending on the type of block) then gets from the block to the corresponding line in the source code indicating the correct grammar and how the block would act if it was real JavaScript. So the source code that was created with the blocks can be seen, read, analyzed and executed. The code can also be copied (it can’t be copy-pasted) to a text editor and execute it like normal JavaScript and it will run (if the proper arrangements for the output blocks is done). The blocks are divided into two categories, logic blocks and output blocks. One set is composed of six value blocks, three variable blocks, four operator blocks, two conditional start blocks, two else blocks, two conditional end blocks, one loop start and one loop end block, one free input block, two RGB light block (lightbox), two servomotor block (motorbox) and two numeric display block (logbox) and the main block.

4.1 js.bit system specifications

Every block has 6-pin connector on their front and in their back. This connector is used to give power to the blocks and to enable them to exchange information between them. Also every block has a microprocessor on it’s inside to communicate to the system their status. Depending on their function the microprocessor is either an ATMEGA ATTINY 85 or an ATMEGA 328. The blocks communicate to each other using the I2C protocol. Some blocks have input or output connector on the top or on the right side. The main block acts as a relay that passes messages to other blocks or to the iPad application via Bluetooth and also detects the order of the array of blocks using a relay algorithm.

4.2 Block user testing

As of the time of writing this manuscript, the js.bit system is currently being tested with designers. The tested users are advanced students of design or professional designer. The test consists in an interview, activities that involve the creation of several program using the blocks, another part of the test is done in the computer, asking the subjects to write the same exercises made with the blocks but this time in a text editor using real JavaScript. At the end of the test a survey is also taken. This survey contains some questions that serve as a clue as if the user understood the concepts or not.

---

[a] For example, research made by Jean Piaget or Maria Montessori.
[b] This research is borrowing some concepts of the Montessori teaching system but its intention is not to create Montessori teaching materials.
The programs that the user are asked to make involve the use of numbers, variables and conditionals. For example writing a value in the logbox (a block that has a numerical display), or depending on the value of two variables turn red or green the lightbox (a block that can be lit with any color).

4.3 Description of blocks used in the user testing

For the user test mainly five logic blocks are used: value block, variable block, conditional start block and conditional end block. The value block consists of a knob that is pointing to a number that ranges from 0 to 9. When this knob is turned right or left, the number can be changed and hence the value that it represent. It connects to other blocks using a 3-pin connector.

The variable block has a 6-pin connector on its front and back, in its right side has a 3-pin connector that receives a value block and in its top, has 3 female pin connector that serve as input and out put of its value. It connects to other blocks using a cord (jumper wire). These blocks require a connection to the variable in order to be able to take its value.

The conditional blocks consist of three blocks; conditional start block, end condition block and else block. They represent an if statement. The condition start block has a knob and two pin inputs. For the block to work its inputs need to be connected to other corresponding blocks in order to create a condition, for example, variable blocks. When the knob is turned, the condition can be changed, its ranges are: == (equal), != (not equal), > (greater than), < (minor than), >= (great or equal than) and <= (minor or equal than). The else block is used to indicate what to do when the condition is not met; the use of this block is optional. The end condition block is used to delimit the conditional. The else block and end conditional block does not require or give any physical input or output.

5. Conclusion

The discipline of design is requiring more than ever the necessity of the designers to be able to work with information technologies. It is necessary to find a way to push designers programming knowledge, and adult people in general. As of this time, js.bit is showing some favorable results in the user testing with designers but the testing is not over yet. As it uses a tangible object, and has an appealing design, it is easy to connect to the user, and because the user can have a physical response it makes it fun. And the fact that is fun makes it able to give a push to the level of understanding of JavaScript of the designer.
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